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1.0 SUMMARY
The purposeof thls investigatlon was to dellneate the effects of metallurglcal condltions on
the mechanical properties of ASTAR-811C (Ta-8W-1RE-O. 7Hf-0. 025C) sheet (0. 035 inch
thlck/. Under NAS 3-2542 the 2400°F creep properties were shown to be improved by in-
' creasing the final annealing temperature from 3000°F to 3600°F. _
Cold worked ASTAR-811C(0. 035 inch thick) sheet annealed for 5, 30 and 60 minutes at
3000 to 3800°F recrystallized to give an equiaxed gra'n size ranging from 0.03 to. 38 mm. _ :
Differential temperature-stress creep testing showed that there was essentially no difference
in creep properties for material annealed above the carbon solvus ('_3600°F) even though the i
grain size varied by a factor of 5. The creep rates of ASTAR-8] 1C annealed above the carbon
solvus (_3600°F) were significantly less (,,-1/5) than for material annealed below the carbon
solvus. The creep rates observed for mGterial annealed below the carbon solvus exhibited too i
much scatter to clearly define a trend. Since both grain size and precipitate distribution were
altered over the range of heat treatment investigated, it would appear that the changes in
creep behavior were caused primarily by changes on the precipitate morphology. Creep tests
on material heat treated to retain the high temperature form of the carbide precipitate in a
relatively fine grain size matrix (_-O.03 mm) confirmed this observation, i
1
The minimum annealing treatment necessary to produce the high temperature fo_'mof the Ta2C _
precipitat_ is 1/2 hour at 360OAF. This c_nneallngtreatment was used as both a final anneailng
treatment as well as _or in processanneallng. This treatment resulted in optimum _:reepproperties
in ASTAR-a11C over the temperature range of 2000-2600°F.
Cooling from the final annealing temperature of 3600°F at rates of 5, 50, and approximately
700 F°/mlnutes had little effect on creep properties _t 2000 and 2400°F. Metailograph|¢
analysis,both optical and TEM,* indicated that the strengthening of the carbide precipitate must
..... EJ'ectr'_'nMic +)' T " " oscopy* ransmlsslon r
P
1
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" *'i be reluted to gm|n boundory precipitate. There was |nsufF|clent grain volume precipitate
observed by TEM to account for the strengthening increments attributable to the carbide
_,_,, dispersion.
;_" _ re The creep properties of GTA welded ASTAR-811C was _imilar to that for the base metal.
;_' During GTA welding, the fusion zone exceeds the carbon _lvus and cools sufficiently
r fast to retain the high temperature form of the carbide. The grain slze in the fusion zone
i
" varied from 0. 03 to 0. 07 mm.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION _'
* Duringthe developmentof ASTAR-81IC underContract NAS 3-2542, it wasobservedthat
i the creep propertiesof ASTAR-811C(Ta--SW-lRe-0.7Hf-0. 025C) could be substanHallyaltered
; by increasing the final annealing temperaturefrom3000 to 3600°F(1). S|nceASTAR-811C
" wasdevelopedprimarily for long timeservice applicationsin advancedspacenuclearpower
i systems,creepstrengthis the primarydesigncriterlon. Creep of metalsand alloys is a _
property(2);! structuresemltlve therefore, it wasof importanceto investigatestructural effects
on the creep behovlorof ASTAR-811C. The primaryobjective of the investigationdoscribed
in this reportwasto delineate the influence of meta!lurgical condition on the creepbehavlo_
thtck;. Creep propertieswere determinedon material _n: of ASTAR-811Csheet(0.035 inch "
the as-worked, annealed, and the GI"Awelded condition.
/
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3.0 EXPERIMENTALPROG,_M AND PROCEDURES
3.1 EXPERIMENTALPROGRAM
The experimental program for determining the effects of metallurgical condition an the cree_
behavior of ASTAR-811Cwasconducted sequentially following the fouFtasksoutlined in
' Figures1-4.
3.2 STARTINGMATERIAl.
Two heatsof ASTAR-811Cwere required to conductthe programand the ingot analysisfor
the materiaJ is listed in Table 1. With the exception of the specimensusedfor the thermal
m=chanlcal process!ngstudydiscussedin Section 4. 3 oFthis report, all test specimenswere
from the NASV-20 heat o, ASTAR-811C.
Heat NASV-2O waspreparedfromsandwich-type electrodeswhich weredouble consumable
electrode vacuummelted to yield an 80 pound, 4 inch diameter ingot(1!A one-lnch high
right circular section of the ingot wasupsetforged at 2550°F by a single blow on a Dynapak
to give a thicknessreduction of 59 per cent. After annealing one hour at 3000°F, the forged
disc wasrolled first at 900°F and thenat room temperature to give a combined 89 per cent
thicknessreduction. Fallowing another anneal for one hour at 3100°F, the materlal was
cold rolled 33 per cent at roomtemperatureto g_vea finished sheet thicknessof 0. 035 inch
from which test specimenswere prepared.
3.3 HEATTREATMENTS
Heat trectmentsweredone usinga cold wall vacuumfurnaceat< 1 x 10-5 ton'. At temper-
aturesup ,_a3200°F, an elastomersealedpolymerpumpedsystemwasutilized for heat treat-
1
ment. Above 321Y)°F, decarburlzati_ of the 0. 035 inch ASTAR-811C occum_:l vel3, rapidly
(seeFigure5) whenheat treated in a co_:ventlonalelostomersealed,polymerpumped,unbaked
J
4
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Figure 1. TASK I - Effect of Thermal Treatment on Grain Size
and Creep St,tngth or ASTAR-81 IC
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Figure 2. TASK II - Effect of Cooling ,Rateon Mechan;cai Properties of ASTAR-811C
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Figure 4. TASK IV- Effect of GTA Welding on Creep Propertiesof ASTAR-811C
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Table i. Composition of ASTAR-811CMateriel
' , ; 1 Sample [
Heat No. Location W Re Hf C O N
NASV-20* Ingot Top 7. 4 1.04. 0. 71 0. 024 0. 0006 0. 0013
; Ingot Bottom 7.2 0. 92_ i. 01 0. 023 0. 0021 0. 0027
i i him •
WC-6_07£ ** 8.0 1.4 0.9 0. 0235 0. 0050 < 0. 0010
_ l •
* Original development heat produced under Contract NAS 3-2542 - see
Reference1.
** Vendor reported analysis for 1./8 in. thlck olate. Material produced from
8 in. diameter ingot by Wah Chang, Albany, Oregon.
9
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Figure 5. Effect of Annealing Temperature and Time or, the Decurburizat'.'on of
0. 035 inch thick ASTAR-811CSheet
(Note elastomer sealed polymer, pumped nonbakedcold wall vacuum system
-_ operating at 1 x 10 .6 to 1 x 10"5 torr)
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vacuum system. To avoid deca_urization_specimens were either annealed in sputter ion
pumped bakeoble metal sealed s)_tems_or the samples were encapsulated ]ha T-222 foil
envelope which was evacuated fo < | _ 10-5 torr c,_d sealed by electron beam welding.
-5
Specimens encapsuJated in this lash;on did not decarburize even when heated at ] 0 torr
at temperatures up to and includ{ng 3800°F.I
l
3.4 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Creep and t_, :ile test specimens were of the pln loaded type having a one inch gage length
and 1/4 inch width in the gage section. All creep testing was done in sputter ion pumped
systems operating at < 1 x 10-8 torr. Creep elongation was measured optically using lines
scribed at the extremes of the reduced gage section for reference marks. Heating was by
radiation from a split wall tantalum resistance heated element. A unlc_xlal stress was applied
by dead weight loading. Details of the ultra-high vacuum creep test units have been de- _-
i
scrlbed elsewhere (3).
Tensile testing was conducted in on elastorner sealed vacuum chamber fitted to a 500 lb.
capacity screw driven Insiron testing frame. Crosshead motion was used to record specLmen
elongation during testing. All elevated temperature tensile testing was done at a pressure of
__<1 x 10-5 torro
!I
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I 4.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSAND DISCUSSIOhJ '-
4. I EFFECTOF THERMAL TREATMENT ON GRAIN SIZE AND CREEPPROPERTIES
4. 1.1 Grain Size
: The effect of annealing conditions (temperature and time) on the grain size of ASTAR-81 iC
e
was d_terrn_ned using heat NASV-20 (35 rail sheet, 33% cold worked). Specimens were
annealed for times of 5, 30, and 60 minutes at temperatures ranging from 3000 to 3800%
in 200F° increments.
The as-machined specimens were pickled and wrapped in clean tantalum foil. Tungsten-
rhenium thermocoupies w_,re spot welded to the tantalum toll and the temperatures me_,sured
using the calibration data supplied by the Hoskins Manufacturing Company. The specimens
were heated in vacuum to 2000% and held there for outga_sing unt'..I the pressuredropped to
< 1 x 10-5 torr. This took about 10-15 minutes. The specimens were then heated to the
annealing temperature as rapidly as possible. The heating time varied from about 30 to 60
seconds. Cooling was done in helium gas wlth _he time :o cooldown to 2000OF varying from
about 45 to 60 seconds. By way of comparison, it takes about 50% longer to cool in vacuum.
The grain size results are shown _n Figure 6, and the Following points are noted:
(a) The grain size was measured on photomicrograph,, at 100X by scribing
four ilnes which ran from comer to corner and mld-face to told-face.
Measurements were mode on both longitudinal (L) cnd transverse (1")
sections and occasionally in the rolling plane (RP).
(b) The points plotted at zero time refer to the starting, as-worked material.
(c) After recrystallization, no difference was not_.d in the grain size as
- measuredon the L, T, and RPsections.
12
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Figure 6. Effectof AnnealingTimeand Temperatureon Grain Size
of ASTAR-811CSheet, 0.035 Inch Thick, 33%ColdWork
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(d) The circular points give the average grain s.:ze, _.e., the aver_ge of
_t least e_ghtvalues, four for each mlcrograph for bo_hL and T sections.
The vertical ber_s depict the range of oil the individual values. Note
that at the larger grain sizes there are only three or four grains across
Thethicknessof the sheet. It is also to be noted that the height of the
' vertical bandsdoesnot necessarily give a correct measureof _heinherent
variation in gra|n size since it also reflects varlat.;on due to the par-
tlcutar measurementproceduresemployed.
The average values shownin Figure 6 are repIotted in Figure 7a and comparedwith previous
data on ASTAR-811Cin Figure 7-b, c, d.
_.1.2 Creed Behavior
Incremental type creep testswere employedin wh|ch the stressand temperaturewere progressively
changed, beginning gene,ally at 2200°F and 25 ksi and ending after about 300 hoursat 2600°F
and stressesas low as 5 k'i. An example of the type of creep curves obtained is shown in
Figure 8.*
Thespecimensall showedbetween 0. 1 and 0. 2 per cent strain on loading to a stresslevel of
25 ksl at 2200°F. Most of the segmentsof the creep curveswere ilnear. Where nonlinear
segmentswere observed, the mlnimumcreep rate is reported. The applied stresseswere based
uponthe initlal cros.,s-sectlonalarea. Thus, the true stresson the specimendurlng the later
stagesof test are higher than _'hevclues reported by up to cbout 5 per cent. The reported
creep rGteshave not been corrected for this effect, except for the follow|ng descrlbed test.
_"-(2ompletecreep curvesfor each test are in Appendix A.
14
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Figure 8. Creep Behavior of ASTAR-811C During incremental Stressand Temperature Testing.
"rJ (Specimen 1-34-30-H-C; prior treatment, 1/2 hour c_t3400°F; groin size, O,056 millimeter. )?
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.... "--'............... f +h. _ ('he pr;nr crp_.,o _.tr_[n or f_,e creep :ate at a given.............................. e,C#e¢_,_f
:......... ;.-, ,L;, iaffer ,c.aff of the test, a test iike that shown in F;gure g ',,/asrun and then the
_,,_. ¢:_e ',v,:sreve_ec!. The creep rates for the up-cyc]e and down-cycle were compared
•._"_.: ,';:,,eel:._ ....j _o_the _me stress effect; and as shown in Figure 9, they are in good agree-
I
_he e.qect a." anr, eallng temperature on the creep behavior of ASTAR-811C is summarized
in the Lar:on-Miller plot slnown in Figure 10, The times to 1 per cent strain vaiues were
cclcula_ed from the creep rate data obtained during the incremental temperature--stress tests,
• !t i_ _p_>arent,'hat recrystall]zed ASTAR-81 !C has significantly better creep properties than
_he co*,_ worked mcteriai. IncreQsing the final annealing temperature results in sHII further
irr'pr-_ve_re_t in creep properties. The change is gradual _'hough, with specimens annealed
_t 3400°[" cmd he!ow show;rig considerable dat_ scatter, wh|le there }s Ifftle ff any difference
!;e_'ee,_ the ;pecimen_ annealed af 3600° and 3800eF The spread in the band for the annealed
soecim_ns amounts to a ver,_co_ se_mmtion of about 5 ksl, or a hodzontal separation of about
150_r in test tempera'ure. (A char,ge by one unit in the Lorson-Miller parameter in Figure
t0 is equivaient to a change in te_t temperetu_e of about 50 fo. )
In Figure 1] the creep rare is plotted against s_ressfor each test temperature The ckcular
symbo!s _nth_s figur_ are for specLnens annealed between 3000 and 3400°F, while the tri-
angles represent specimens annealed ai 3600 and 3800°F, the anneo!ing time being 5, 30, and
60 mlnutes at each temperature. The trend of decreasing creep ra!e w_.th increasing annealing
temperature b agaln evMent.
The sM_d.dlne and ciashed-]|ne curves in Figure 11 are plots of eq_,a,fions (1) and (2), respectively:
; AeBe e-Q/RT (])
; A r, -Q/R 1 (2): e
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,,, Figure 9. Effect of Test Sequence on Creep Behavior of ASTAR-811C During Incremental
.:_ Stressand Temperature Test|ng. (Prior treatment, 1/2 hour at 3600°F,
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Figure 10. Larson-Miller plot of incrementalcreep testdata on ASTAR-811C.
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Figure 11. Temperatureand stressdependenceof creep of ASTAR-B11C.
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These curies were drawn using values for the constants in equations (1) and (2) determined :"
by treet;ng all of the creep data as a group, thct is, _rrespective of hect freat condition.
The Jalues for these constants determined by a least-squares-con puter program ere as _ollows:
f
! Eq. (i) (eBa'i Ea. (2) (en_/.
/ '' A, B. 1 Q, A, n, 0,
j %,/h r. (ksl) kca i./mole (%/hr)/(ksl) n dimensionless kcal/mole
j 1014
1.6x 3.73 135.5 1.5x108 4.61 t11.8
No particular physical significance is attached to the values obtained for these constants.
However, equation (1), in particular, is usefui for estimation purposes.
The effect of heat treatment on creep is shown in Figure 12 in terms of conventional (constant
T,a ) creep curves. The specimen annealed at 3000°F shows a monotonically increasing creep
rate, while the sample annealed at 3600°F shows a iinear creep rate out to at least 1000 hours.
The difference in ,*heir creep behavior therefore increases with increasing time or strain. These
two creep curves also depic, _;,= magnitude of the effect on creep due to the range of heat
treatments being investigated. Ir is .,'3ted that the two curves start out about the same,and
even after 50 hours it is difficult to distinguish between them. This suggests the possibiilty I
that the incremental creep tests may minimize the differences in creep behavior due to F.eaf
treatment effects because of the short time increments employed at each combination of tem-
pereture and stress.
4. 1.3 Microstructure
After moderate to heavy cold working, ASTAR-811C recrystalilzes in 1 hour at about 240u to
2600°E With increasing anne_!ing temperature and time the grain s_ze increases (Figure 6),
and the precipitates present in the cold worked material are gradually taken im.o solution
!
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Figure i2. Effect of Heat Treatment on Creep of ASTAR-811C in Conventional Test at
Constant Stress (15 ks|) and Constant Temperature (2400°F).
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(Figures i3 to 15). The precipHates in ASTAR-811C have been identified as the hexagonal '.
close packed tantalum rich dimetal-carblde, (Ta, W)2C, regardless of the mechanlcal-thermal
conditions.
The optical microstructure of samples cnn,_aled at 3600°F and above appears to be single phase
' (Figure 15). There Tsno doubt that the carbides have been taken completely into solution.
However, reprecipitQtlon on a scale unresolvable by optical microscopy occurs during cooling,
as shown by the electron transmission mlcrographs in Figure 16.
The precipitates shown in Figure 17 were extracted from creep specimens after being tested as
shown in F_gure 12 . The initial precipitates (Fi2ure 16) in the specimen annealed at 36300F
grew into long, thin platelets (Figure 17 b) during creep testing. These precipitates are still
much smaller than those in the specimen annealed at 3000°F (Figure 17(a)). Figure 18 shows a /
transmission micrograph of the creep specimen which ha_ been annealed at 3630aF prior t,
testirg. The dislocations appear to be pinned by the small precipTtates and tangled around the
larger ones.
4. 1.4 Discussion
The two principa! microstructurai features which change for the range of heat treatments in-
d' "vestigated are grain size and precipitate tsperslon. Since both of these features can in-
fluence creep deformation, it is of interest to consider their relative contribution to the creep
resistance of ASTAR-811C. Creep rate (from incremental tests) is plotted as a function of grain
size in Figure 19 for general combinations of test terq0erature and stress. The circular points
represent specimens annealed at 3400°F (below carbon solvus) and below while the triangular
points are for specimens annealed at 3600°F (above carbon solvus) and above. There is little
difference in the creep rate o._specimens annealed at the higher temperatures (above the ca?_on
solvus), even though the gmln size varied by a factor of 4 or 5. In view of the observed
Figure 13. Microstructure of ASTAR-SI1C as-cold-worked 33 p,.rcent.
Optical micrographic montage, X 1500.
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Figure 14. Microstructure of ASTAR-811C after annealing cold-worked material
for 5 minutes at 3000°F. Optical mlcrographic montage, X1500.
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Figure 15. Microstructure of ASTAR-811Cafter anneali,_ cold-worked material
(fig. '13') for 30 m_nutes at 3600°F. Optical m_cr_mphlc montage, X1500,
t-
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Figure 16. Electron Transmission Micrographs of ASTAR-811C
After Annealing for 1 hour at 3630°F
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Figure 17. Electron MTcrographsof Tantalum Dimetal Carbide (Ta2C)
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char.,_es.;n prec;pitate sinjctu_e, 1t .,sbe]_evea _r,,.:t the -_crd_..-'..",wn]n Figure ;9 ,t,_'s_-,'
for the rpcrstc'._rf"he contrlbution of th._:pre'.i:si_afe dispe_s:,__,.
.. 2 FFFECT O[: ,'-mr".1_,j.._,,l;4C_ RATE "_.,:-' MFCI-!ANtCA L P:'C;_:'ERTiES
The effect of cooilng rate was ;n.:est:gated ':_.;r,.:;sneel "e"s:!'- and creep specimens ofJ
AS'JAR-811C, NASV-20, cooled a,_ _h:ee g;ve.-_ra_esafte.. ,s , '2 hour anneal at 3600°F.
The three cooling rates chosen were keliumgasaueqc_,, vh;ch,,,.,asequlvalent too cooling
rate of 700 to 800 _o.,, 50 F° and 59 per mi,_ute, reso(;cti_'ely. The specimens were encap-
suiated ;,_,evacuated ionia!urn envy.lopes to preverq carlson ioss at the 3600°F annealing
temperature. S,_'_4_. . csoling ,ares were cont,'olled frc,:-._.36r_0__Fto 2000°F. The slower
cooled sam[.les were h_ium gas quenched .trot'-.2000"F ro arnL_;enftemperature. The helium
gas quenched samples required approximately two minutes to reach 2000°F. The cooling
rates of tt_e slower cooled scruples were controlled by programming furnace element power
to achieve the desired 1;me-temperature relation.'hips. A cooling rate of 50 F° per minute
required 32 minutes to reach 2000°F from 3600OF. The 5 F° per minute cooling rate required
5 hours ar,d 20 min,.res for completion of the cooling proc ._.
The cooling rates represent a blood spectrum of conditions which might be encountered in
cemmercJal heat treatment cpplica{.:.ons of various componer, t sizes and shapes. The results
of the Task I study indicated that the larger grain size produced by annealing above the
carbon solvus follo_ved by rapid cooling produced the optimum or minlrnum c,eep rate for
ASTAR-811C. In that study all the samples were heiium gas quenched from the final annealing
temperature. It was recognized that slower cooling rates would provide an opportunity for
the carbide phase to precipitate within the matrix at temperatures below the carbon solvus.
Since the precipitation process is strongly temperature dependent, the morphology and di._-
tr;butlon cf the carbide phase would be a function of the cooling rate and hence could have
a significant effect on mechanical property behavior.
,L
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4.2.1 Microstructure
Themicrostructures of the samples cooled at various rates are shown in I:igure 20. The
struc._uresare typical of classical preciritation phenomenon. The helium gas quenched
sample appears to be single phase at low magnification (~200x). At 650x, as shown in
Figure 20a, a finely divided precipitate can be seen in the gr=_n matrix with denuded zones
associated with grain boundaries. During the rapid quench from the annealing temperature
many second phase precipitates were nucleated. As the residence time at elevated tempera-
ture increased, agglomermation of the carbide phase proceeded producing the microstructures
shown in Figures 20band 20c. The intermediate cooling rate, 50F° per minute, produced a
:luplex type structure of finely divided precipitate along with larger plate-like precipitates
at grain boundaries and within the grains. The 5F° per minute cooling rate produced a
structure with very little fine precipitate in ev,dence but dominated with large massive
blocky type precipitate associated primarily with grain boundaries.
4.2.2 Tensile Properties
Samples cooled at various cooling rates from fina_ annealing temperature were tensile _ested
at room temperature and at elevated temperatures. The room temperature tensile results are
given in Table 2 and the elevated temperature test results are glven in Table 3. The data
are summarlzed in Figure 21. Included for comparison are tensile data for heat NASV-20
taken from earller work (1). The prior tensile data were for material annealed one hour at
3000°F and furnace cooled.
L
The yield strengths of the helium gas quenched material and the materlal cooled at 50F° per
minute were significanHy higher than the yield strength of the material heet treated and
cooled in the more conventional manner. The finely dlvlded carbide phase evldent in the
microstructures for these materials may have been responsible for the increase in yield strength.
Initial dislocation motion may have been inhibited by the finely dlspersedcarbide phase
32
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tTABLE 2
ROOM TEMPERAIURE TENSILE PROPERTIESOF ASTAR-811C i
SUBJECTED TO VARIOUS COOLING RATES FROM FINAL ANNEALING TEMPERATURE i
Specimen 0.2 Yield Ultimate Elongation Reduction In
History Strength Strength Uniform Total Area
, (KSI) (KS1) (%) (%) (%)
1 100.0 101.7 i5.4 24.0 22
2 98.8 102.6 13.9 23.0 26
3 83.8 87.5 15.7 23.0 27
4 35.0 104.4 16.3 26.6 ,$9
All Material Heat NASV-20
Strain Rape0.05 in/min.
1. Annealed, 1/2 Hour 3600°F, Helium Gas Quenched
2. Annealed, 1/2 Hour 3600°F, Cooled 50F°/mln.
3. Annealed, i/2 Hour 3600%, Cooled 5F°/min.
1
4. Annealed, 1 Hour 3000°, Furnace Cooled
causing the yield strength to increase. The yield str,_ngth of the material cooled at 5F° per
,, minute was essentially the same as the conventionally heat Treated material. The ultimate
strength, however, was significantly lower. The lack of strain hardening in all three materials
ef this stud> is evident. The low temperature deformation behavior of BCC alloys are strongly
dependent on dislocation end vacancy density as well as dislocation-interstitial interaction.
These phenomenon which are strongly affected by final annealing temperature ancl cooling
rate are undoubtedly responsible for the deformation behavior exhibited by these materials. A
mor_ definitive explanation of the low temperature deformation of these materials would require
additional tests to confirm, the influence of cooling rate on the low temperature deformation
behaviar ot ASTAR-811C.
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TABLE 3
ELEVATED T?'APERATU_ TENSILE PROPERTIES OF ASTAR-811C SUBJECTED
TO VARIOUS- COOLING RATES FROM F!NAL ANNEALING TEMPERATURE
Specimen Test 0.2 Yield Ultimate Elongation Reduction
History Tem_rature Strength Strength Uniform Total In Area
(°F) (KSI) (KSI) (%1 (%) (%)
1 2000 27.6 51.7 15.3 20.0 24
1* 2000 35.2 59.5 14, 6 19.0 22
1 2400 26.3 36.0 13.5 23.0 17
1" 2400 23.3 37.0 11.8 22.0 25
2 2000 32.9 55.7 12.6 18.0 26
2* 2000 35.2 59.6 14.6 20.0 20
2 2400 29. 4 39. I 1I. 2 23.0 32
2* 2400 28.7 41.4 !2.7 25.0 34
3 2000 28.0 51.8 14.2 18.0 22
3* 2000 27.8 53.5 13.0 17.0 16
3 2400 26.2 35.9 1I. 8 25.0 23
3* 2400 25.9 39.4 13.2 21.0 21
4 2000 35.0 60.9 - 24. 0 -
4 2400 30.4 49.9 - 28.8 -
All Materiat From Heat NASV-20
i. Annealed 1/2 Hour 3600°F, Helium Gas Quenched
2. Annealed 1/2 Hour 3600°F, Cooled 50F°/min.
3. Annealed 1/2 Hour 3600°F, Cooled 5F°/min.
4. Annealed 1 Hour 3000°F, Furnace Cooled (1)
Constant Strain Rate Test 0.05 in/min.
• S'raln Rate Changed From 0. 005 in/mln, to 0.5 _n/min. after 3% Plastic Strain
Figure 21. Tensile Propertiesof ,_STAR-811CSubjected to Various Cooling Ra_es
from Final ,_nnealing Temperature
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The elevated temperature tensile properties for material subjected to the various cooling
rates are also presented in Figure 21. Very little difference in yield and ultimate strength
can be seen for the materials evaluated as a tunction of cooling rate. The ASTP.R-811C
annealed at 3000% exhibited higher mechanical properties at both test temperatures. These
results tend to emphasize the effect of final ,_nnealing temperature on mechanical behavior.I
' The cooling rate test material of this study was annealed 1/2 hour at 3600%, which was
above the carbon solvus. The ASTAR-811C annealed at 3000°F (below the carbon solvus) had
a smaller grain size (0.037 mm vs. 0.10 ram). These factom are most probably responsible
for the difference in elevated temperature mechanical property behavior.
In addition _u the constant strain rate tests carried out at 2000 and 2400°F, a strain rate
change test was also performed. An initial strain rate of 0.005 in/in/minute was used to
3 percent plastic strain then the st.ain rate was increased to 0.5 in/in/minute to failure. The
test results are included in Table 3
At the 2400°F test temperature the lower strain rate (0.005 in/in/minute) produced a slightly
.. lower yield strength and the higher strain rate (0.5 in/in/minute) produced a slightly higher
ultimate strength compared to the constant strain rate (0.05 in/in/minute) test result. This
behavior which was the same for al! three test materials, is typical for stable material. At
the 2000°F test temperature, test results were not the same. The lower strain rate produced
a higher yield strength in helium gas quenched and 50 F°/min. cooled material, where as
the slowest cooled material, 5F°/min., behaved in the conventional manner. This anomolous
behavior was most likely due to an occurrence of a thermally activated process such as pre-
cipitation of the carbide phase during testing. The slower strain rate provided sufficient time i
at test temperature to permit precipitation of the carbide phase (Ta2C) from supersaturation
produced by rapid cooling. Material cooled at the slowest cooling rate, 5F° per minute,
apprea':hed more nearly equilibrium conditions and thus exhibited more c_nventlonal behavior. !i
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4.2.3 Creep Properties
MaferiaJ subjected to the various cooling rates were aJso creep tested. The rest program
I°
was ,,mlted to two creep specimens per cooling rate. The specimens were tested at two
temperatures, 2000 and 2400°F, at constant stressescf 27.5 and 15 ksl, respectively,
t Creep data are given in Table 4 and complete creep curves are presented in Figures 22 and 23.
At 2400°F. there does not appear to be any significant effect of cooling rate on the creep
behavior of ASTAR-811C. The data appears to be well within experimental error or what
would be normal _catter for a given material. At 2000°F, there does appear to be some
effect of cooling rate on creep behavior. The material cooled at the slowest cooling rate,
e
5F /mln., appears to have a somewhat hl.aher creep rate compared to material cooled at
the intermedlat_ rate, 50F°/min. The creep rate of the heiium g'_squenched material was
slightly higher but not enough to be considered significant.
Samples were cut from the gage section of the creep specimens for optical and transmission
electron microscopic evaluation. The optical micorgraphs are shown in Figures 24, 25, and
26. Included with the micrographs of the creep specimens are mlcrographs of the starting
material for comparison. In each case the morphology and distribution of carbide phase,
Ta2C , was altered oy the thermal exposure during creep testing. The trend toward redistri-
bution of the carbide phase to the grain boundaries as shown in the slowest cooled material,
4o
5F°/min., is evident in the creep samples of the helium gas quenched and 50F /min. cooled
materials. 1he amount of second phase present was greater in the 2400°F creep specimens.
The process of dissoiution of the smaller carbide precipitates, diffusion of the carbon, and
the redeposition of the carbide phase on larger particles is most likely more efficient at the
higher temperature.
Transmissionelectron microscopic examinatlonof the starting material and creep tested
I
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A. Helium Gas !Quenched)
Starting Matedal
/ "" 200X 313 DPH
x /
'" .// B. Hel;um Gas (Quenched)
/ _ .......... <-.. Creep Tested 738 hrs
+ \, _.... + at 2000°F, 27.5KSi
/. ++.+!-- _.../ +
i / +
/ I .+
!
•-".I +'NR -_ +
'" 200X 209 DPH
._ C. Helium Gas (Quenched)"' . Creep Tested962 hrs
+ , _(.,_ • _, at 2400°F, 15 KSI
200X 218 DPH
? Figure 24. Micro-_tructuresof Helium Gas Quenched (from 3600°F)
Creep Specimensof ASTAR-811C
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- Figure 25. Microstructures of ASTAR-811CCreep SpecimensCooled 50F°/min ,
from3600°F
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material was also conducted. The objective of this study was to determine the role of the
carbide phase in the creep bekavior of ASTAR- 811C. rhe transmission electron micrographs
are shown in _'igures 27, 28, and 29. The starting helium gas quenched material exhibited
an extremely fine precipitate on the order of (.025#m) in diameter. The 50F°/min. cooling
rate produced particles approximately 0.2 pm in diameter which increased to 0.4 tJmat the
I
' 5F°/min. cooling rate. The micrographs oF the creep tested material show in each case that
a significant change occurred with respect to the size and quantity o.c the carbide phase
present. The quantity of microscopic carbide pha_e was slgnificantlv reduced for each creep
test temperature. Some evidence of a possible carbide particle dislocation interac:ion can
be seen for the 2000°F test:'d material. At 2400°F, the fine carblde phase had virtually ._
disappeared. The fine carbide precipitate apparentiy redissoived with the carbon diffusing
to and repr_ipitating on larger, more stable, grain boundary particles. This process was
more efficient at the higher test temperature, 2400°F. The transmission electron micrographs ,,
.
give evidence that the roJe of in.h'agranular carbide precipitate in the creep behG_,ior of
ASTAR-811C is rather limited. The ;ntergranular or grain boundary precipitate may be of
more significance to the creep behavior of ASTAR-811C.
1.
4.3 EFFECT OF THERMAL-MECHANiCAL PROCESSING AND WELDING ON
CREEP PROPERTIES
in the study of the effect of grain size on the creep behavior of ASTAR-811C, it was dis-
covered that f_.e creep properties were independent of grain size so long as the Final
anneal was conducted at a temperature above the carbon solvus. Annealing above the solvus,
3600°F, produces a grain size on the order of 0. i mm after 1/2 hour at i _T.perature. In this
study an attempt was m ,de to produce a fine _.03mm)grain size mater:al which retained the high -
temperature carbide precipitate morphology produced by rapid cooling from above the
carbon solvus. By keeping the precipitate form constant, and producing a fine grained •
material, the effect of groin size and carbide precipitate morphology on creep behavior ."
can be separated.
b"
,|
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4.3.1 Material Preparation
1Fe Initial. program plan called for ,z_,,,_dcvc,,_t......I... ......_ ^_ .....r ....._inno _rhedule.. which would
produce the desired microstructure, fine grain with the high temperature form of the carbide
phase present. For this study, another heat of ASTAR-811C was required, WC 650078.
"_ , Chemistry of this heat is given in the Experimental Procedure Section. Two one inch wide
strips were rolled to 0. 143 and 0.082 inch thick respectively. The strips wer_ encapsulated
in evacuated envelopes of T-222 (Ta-10W-2.4Hf-0.01C), annealed 1/2 hour at 3600°F
and helium gas quenched. The thicker sheet was rolled to a reduction of 60 percent, 0.057
inch. The thinner sheet was rolled to a reduction of 30 percent, to a thickness of 0. 057 inch.
The sheets were cut into three equal parts. One strip of 60 percent reduced material and one
strip of 30 percent material were annealed at 2400, 2600, and 2800°F. After the heat
treatment, metallograph;c samples were taken and the remaining sheet of bott_ starting
thicknesses were reduced 30 percent to a uniform finished thickness of 0. 040 inch. Each lot
of finished material was annealed at the same temperature as the intermediate heat treatment.
The rolling and heat treatment sct _.dule is outlined in Figure 30.
Metailographic examination of the initial twelve sheet samples revealed that recrystalllzation
had not occurred in any of the sheets. Typical microstrucTures for sheet reduced 60 and 30
percent are shown in Figures 31 and 32. Reducing the sheet an additional 30 Percent did
, not promote recrystailization. Samples of material initially reduced 60 percent were
annealed for 2 and 4 hours respecfivel)_ with the same results. The combination of cold
work and annealing temperature was apparently insufficient to cause recrys,_alllzation to
occur. Samples of ASTAR-81 IC reduced 30 and 40 percent and annealed 1/2 hour at 3000°F
were successfui!y P.crystalllzed. The microstructures are shown in Figure 33. The material
rolled 60 percent had a more uniform grain size (0, 03 ram) than the 30 percent reduced mater-
ial, The high temperature form of the carbide precipitate apoears to have been retained as
indicated by the 1500 x mlcrographs. The grain boundaries appear devoid of the large Block
I
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Figure 3Q Thermai-Mechanlcal Processing of ASTAR-81 IC
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type carbide precipitate while evidence of a fir, ely divided general precipitate can be seen
wi,_h the grain.
As a result of the process evaluation, a procedure consisting of !/2 hour anneal at 3600°F
followed by a reduction of 60 percent, with a final anneal of 1/2 hour at 3000°F was
I
chosen. Material sufficient to produce four creep specimens was processed accordingly.
4.3.2 Creep Testing
The material processed to 0. 040 inch thick sheet using the procedure developed in the
thermal-mechanlcal evaluation was machined from four creep test specimens. Creep tests
were conducted at two stress levels at two temperatures. The creep data are listed in Table 5.
4.3.3 Effect of GTA Welding on The Creep Properties of ASTAR-811C
The objective of this evaluation was to determine the creep behavior of ASTAR-811C weld
metal. ASrAR-811C sheet, 0.040 inch thick from heat NASV-20 was used for this study.
Two strips approximately 1-1/2 inches wide by 6 inches long were annealed for 1/2 hour at
3600°F and helium gas quenched. A bead-on-plate weld was made on each sheet using ".
(1,4)
welding procedures developed on previousprograms . The welding parameters usedwere
as follows:
' Speed 15 ipm
Current 140 Amps
Voltage ~ 18 Volts
Clamp Spacing 3/8 Inch
A weldmetal zone approximately 1/4 inch wide at the upper surface was produced in each
sheet. Regular sheet creep specimenswere machined with the 1/4 inch wide weld metal
zone coincidental with the 1/4 inch wide gage section of the creep specimen. The specimens2
a.
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TABLE 5
CREEPPROPERTIESOF ASTAR-811C SUBJECTED
TO THERMALMECHANICAL PROCESSING*
-I
I
Test Strain On Test Total Secondary Time To
Time Stress Loading Time Strain Creep Rate 1% Strain P*** _
(°F) (KSI) (%) (Hrs.) (%) (°/q/Hr.) (Hrs.)
2000 27.5 0.2 1283 .57 0. 000184 5200 51.7
12000** 25.0 0. 1 503 ....
2100 25.0 - 1027 .39 0. 00038 2560 53.0
2400 15.0 0.05 388 1.21 0. 00290 344 56.7
2400 12.5 O.05 602 1.02 0. 001_ 620 57.5
* Annealed 1/2 Hour At 3600°F Helium Gas Quenched, Rolled 60%1
Annealed 1/2 Hour At 3000°F and FurnaceCooled
'_* No MeasureableCreep TemperatureIncreasedTo 2100°F
*** P = T (17,3 + Log t 1%E) x 10-3 ?,
° R
g
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were surface ground to a final thickness of O.035 inch to removeany surface irregularities.
The creep specimenswere then annealed i hour at 2400% prior to creep testing. The weld
c.eep test data are listed in Table 6.
r
TABLE 6
I
I
CREEPPROPERTIESOF GTA WELDEDASTAR-811C
Test Strain On Test Total Secondary TimeTo
Temp. Stress Loading Time Strain Creep Rate 1% Strain P_
<OF) (KSI) (%) (Hrs.) (%) (%/Hr.) (Hrs.)
2000 27.5 0.18 1129 0.70 0.00046 2180 50.8
2000 25.0 O.15 850 0.30 0.000177 5650 51.8
2050 25.0 - 766 O.28 O.000365 2740 52.0
- 2400 15.0 O.10 386 1.84 O.00416 240 56.3
2400 12.5 O.10 592 1.29 O.0020 500 57.2
*P=To R (17.3+Logt1%E) x 10-3
4.4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The resultsof the ASTAR-811Ccreep testing conductedunderthis programare summarized
,,
in Figure 34. The dash-line curves representthe creep data Forthe stressand temperature
changecreep testsconducted as Ixsrtof this program. The solid-line curves representcon-
stant load and temperature data from prior work(1). The multiload-temperature creep tests
tend to give resultswhich were conservative_c._,_paredto constantload, constanttemperature
test results. This behavior is not unexpected_ue to the naturee_ _heload-temperature
changetests. The time for onepercentstrain for ea.:htest condition,wasdeterminedby extra-
polating creep rates. Small strain incrementswhich were necessaryto cover the test rates
4
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and thus shift lhe Lawson-Miller parameter to lower values. The open points represent con-
stant stress and temperature results for the cooling rate, the thermal-mechanical processing
and welding effect investigations. The test results were determined in many cases using
actual time to one percent strain or extrapolating secondary creep rates. To permit valid
comparison with multi load-temperature tests strain on loading and primary creep was
' ncalected. At the lower temperatures and higher stress levels, the material subjected to
various coolir_ rates from the final 3600°F heat treatment exhibited creep behavior which
was signiflcantiy lower than expected. The fine grained materlal produced to retain the
high temperature form of the carbide precipitate displayed creep properties at 2000°F which
were comparable to the larger grained material. The creep prope:tles of the welded ASTAR-
811C at 2000°F was slightly lower than the larger grained material. The creep curves for
the 2000°F, 27.5 ksl test conditions are shown in Figure 35. The creep curves for the cool-
ing rate study show in addition to a larger secondary creep rate, a significant primary creep
stage. There was no indication of a primary creep stage for the welded material. The small
grained material produced by the therr,_:Lmechanlcal processing study produced a small
but extended primary creep stage. At the 2400% test temperature and 15 ksl stress level,
the data were clustered, showing little effec', of material condition. The creep curves,
Figure 36, were similar in appearance and typical of the low stress-hlgh temperature creep
behavior of ASTAR-811C. The higher temperature apparently m;nlmizes the effect of c_oi;ng
rate and grain size on the creep behavior of ASTAR-811C.
The conclusions which can be drawn from the results obtained under this program must be
evaluated in light of the quantity of data generated. ',n the initial investigation of final
annealing temperature and grain size, sufficient data were produced to permit firm con-
clusions to be drawn. In the remaining investigatlons, the limited number of test specimens
available restricted the conclusion to the delineation of trends.
)
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
: _. The final annealing tempe,'_, e of ASTAR-811C has a strong influence on creep
properfies. ASTAR-81 ]C sheet onnealed above the carbon selvus, >_ 3600°F, exhibited the
_i creep rates in the range of 2000 ° to 2600°F "_ 1/5 of fl_at for material annealed a_ 3000°F.
: , _ 2. The precise role of carbon and the carbide phase, Ta2C, remains undefined
since the evidence of direct precipltate-dislocation interactlcn detected in creep specimens
tested at 2000 and 2400o1: was insufficient to account for the strengthening increments
measured. It would appear, however, that grain boundary precipitate interactions may be
control llng.
3. The effect of grain size on the creep bel ,vior of ASTAR-811C appears to be
_" minimal. No significant effect on creep rate was noted for grain sizes which ronged from
;: O. 025 to O. 25 mm, provided the disposition of carbide _'"ase was the same
4. Cooling rate from final annealing temperature had little effect on the 2000b
and 2400°F creep behavior of ASTAR-811C sheet.
5. GTA welding of ASTAR-811C sheet does no_ adversely effect the creep
_, behavicr. ,
J
6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the conclusions that the carbide morphology is controlling the creep ' ' -uen_v_oc of
AST#R-811C, _he foJlowlng heat treatment is recommended to produce optimum creep properties
in ASTAR-811C sheet.
!
' s Intermediate anneal 1/2 hour at 3600°F *, rapid coal, (<100F°/min)
final reduction (---60%) by rolling at room temperature, final anneal
at 1/2 hour at 3000OF.
(NOTE: Same creep properties can be achieved _y final annealing only at 3600% for 1/4
hour followed by rapid cool. Howevur, final grain size will be epproximately five
times that of recommended treatment. )
*Although current industrial vacu,_m heat treating furnaces are generally limited to a maximum
temperature of 1700°F at 1 x 1.0-" tort, demonslrated technology exists for heat treating at
temperatures up to 4000°F at pressure _<1 x 10-8 torr. Thus if _. requirement would arise for
processing large quantities of ASTAR-811C materlal with optir,,um creep properties, the heat
treatment capability, could be provided. Laboratory heat treatment at temperatures up to
3600°F and 1 x 10-5 torr of tubular shapes up to 1 1/2 inch in diameter x 10 feet long are
currently available at the Astronuclear Laborctory.
?
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APPENDIX A
f
TIME-ELONGATION CURVESFOR TEMPERATURE-STRESS
CHANGE TESTSON ASTAR-811C
* SpecimenNotation
1-30-5-H-C
I - denotes Task I specimen
30 - annealing temperature x 10-2 in OF
5 - annealing Hme in minu._es
H - helium gascooled
C - creep specimen
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